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1. South Africa:

Leading with Purpose

Course Lecturer: Robert Ruttmann + Sander Markiet + Legacy Ventures 

Robert Ruttmann is founder and CEO of the research consortium 

Redesigning Financial Services, and Head of Customer Insight on 

Financial Services at Institute for Customer Insight, University of St. 

Gallen. Previously, Robert spent +10 years in financial services (Global 

Research Credit Suisse, Investment Office Julius Bär).  

Sander Markiet is Career Development Manager at University of 

St.Gallen MBA, and founder of boutique consulting firm specialising 

in leadership development, with a focus on resilience, well-being, 

energy management and purpose.  

Legacy Ventures specialises in the design and management of 

international study tours, connecting business schools and corporates 

with influential business leaders in frontier contexts.  

Course Mission:  This course runs over a period of 5 days in South Africa. Participants 

will visit two cities, Johannesburg and Cape Town, where they will 

interact the next generation African leaders from across spectrum of 

organisations, be it corporate or government, SME, start-up, or social 

enterprise. Moderated daily discussions will facilitate learnings 

around leadership: what it takes to build purposeful organisation, 

how purpose can drive business results, what individual leadership 

competencies does it take and how to develop them. 

Course Content:  Why Africa? It is a continent of 1.3 billion people, and the world’s 2nd 

fastest growing region with expected 5-year annual GDP growth of 

3.9%, with 400 companies on the African continent generating 

revenues of over $1 billion and $1.4 trillion of consumer spending 

(more than India). Africa is the continent of the future (McKinsey). 

Why South Africa? Known for its rich resources, developed 

infrastructure, and having the largest stock exchange on the continent. 

Infamous for inequality and social economic issues, South Africa is 

also famed for combating the status quo with bold leadership, on both 

personal and societal levels. It is the ideal ground for learning about 

how one can thrive in complex socio-economic context. 
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Why Purpose? It is during challenging times that real leaders emerge: 

leaders who want to make an impact, solve problems, be it related to 

climate change, social injustice, or health. Leading with purpose in the 

business context is about connecting social and economic needs, and 

the personal desire for serving in a meaningful way.  

“A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination.” 
 Nelson Mandela 

The course will comprise: 

0.5 day introductory lectures and group discussions 

4 day visits to international companies, SMEs, start-ups; 

0.5 day group presentations and discussions 

total 2.5 days in Johannesburg & total 2.5 days in Cape Town 

Course Level Objectives: By the end of this course, MBA students will be able to: 

1. identify and understand the challenges of leading purposeful

business in South Africa;

2. develop tools and frameworks for purposeful leadership;

3. synthesise your leadership discoveries through crafting your

own personal “purpose-driven” manifesto;

Other Highlights Visit to Soweto Townships, meet the Democratic Alliance to gain 

insight into S.Africa’s political scene, meet S.Africa’s Rugby Captain 

for inclusive leadership talk, visit African Leadership Academy, 

network at S.Africa’s leading Business School GIBS. 

Who should take this 

course? 

MBAs that want to discover their purpose: those who want develop 

their leadership skills in order to make a positive impact in the world.  
“There is no passion to be found playing small - in settling for a life that is 

less than the one you are capable of living." Nelson Mandela 

Key Data: Double Elective = 5 ECTS / Course Code: EL_AFRICA_20 

Course dates / Location: 16th to 20th March 2020 / South Africa 

Total course length: 5 days 

Participants : min. 10 to max. 20 

Pre-requisites: n/a 

Other Notes: An additional fee of CHF 1,500- will be payable by 

13th Dec 2019 (!!) (fee covers 5 nights accommodation + breakfast, 3 

lunches, 2 class dinners, flight Johannesburg to Cape Town) 




